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INTRODUCTION
Not long after birth, children of the soon-to-be 21st century begin developing an affinity 
for screens. Before their first day of kindergarten, children are entertained and taught by 
television, computers, and movies. For these kids, technology is a natural medium for interaction. 
It makes sense for teachers and schools to try to tap into technology as much as they can to meet 
instructional objectives. In junior high and high school math classes, hand-held graphing 
calculators about the size of a Game Boy have become a comparatively inexpensive way to access 
mathematics software. The programming capabilities of these calculators are an especially 
powerful resource for educators. By using and creating graphing calculator programs with then- 
students, teachers help students focus on understanding algorithms and logical processes. Once 
students have a knowledge of BASIC programming, they can begin to create useful and 
sometimes very sophisticated programs.
While Texas Instruments is not the only company marketing graphing calculators, it is the 
creator of the graphing calculators now most prevalent in schools, the TI-81 and TI-82. For the 
TI-82, two-person games like Connect4 and Battleship, as well as programs and lesson plans that 
teachers have used to teach math concepts, can all be accessed on the Internet. Texas 
Instruments has also published numerous other books of instructional materials for use with the 
calculators, and magazines such as Mathematics Teacher include graphing calculator activities for 
the TI-82 in almost every issue.
For students buying a graphing calculator, and for teachers making decisions about which 
calculators to purchase as classroom sets, the question arises, "Is the TI-82 calculator the only 
reasonable choice or might another calculator have additional desirable features that would help 
explain and illustrate mathematics concepts?" For example, the latest Casio graphing calculator,
the CX-9850G, is equipped to graph functions in three different colors. Its "Home" screen is an 
icon menu, which includes many of the same options as the TI-82, as well as some that are new 
and unique. In Dynamic Graphing mode, a function can be entered with a variable in place of a 
coefficient or a constant, and a range for the variable can be specified. After pressing enter, the 
calculator displays the graph of the function for each value of the variable, showing the effect of 
that variable on the graph in a dynamic way. The CFX-9850G can also perform operations with 
complex numbers and has memory space for 36 lists as well as a special function memory, for 
those functions most often used. While it is not the purpose of this paper to make judgments 
about which calculator is better, it would be in the best interests of all if a way could be found to 
translate those programs which have been found to be most useful from one graphing calculator 
language to another. This manual, comparing the programming commands of the TI-82 and the 
Casio CFX-9850G, is a first step in that direction.
The manual is written using the TI-82 menus as a starting place. However, the 
comparison is meant to work both ways. If no exact match for a TI-82 command exists on the 
Casio, a workable substitute is offered whenever possible, and vice versa. If no substitute 
commands were found, the statement "Not available" appears in the chart. The first two columns 
of the charts compare the commands descriptively, with italicized words written in for the 
parameters. The symbolic Casio commands are replicated exactly, with one exception: <1 is used 
to indicate the Display command. The third and fourth columns offer examples of the way each 
command might appear within a program, using values and variables for the parameters. The fifth 
column tells the user, in step-by-step fashion, where to locate each command on the Casio. The 
menu items above the function keys are given in sequence, with > representing the F6 (next menu) 
command. Part II of the manual lists several menus which are entirely unique to the CFX-9850G.
2
The author hopes this manual will be useful in several ways to teachers and students. For 
those who are familiar with the TI-82 and would like to learn about the CFX-9850G, the manual
could serve as a miniature course in "Casio". For students with Casios in classrooms where the
TI-82 is used on a regular basis, the manual could serve as a "quiet" translator, saving the teacher 
from giving calculator instructions in two languages. And, for all those interested in becoming 
bilingual or multilingual calculator users, this manual will no doubt be a springboard for further 
discoveries of computer kinship!
3
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Specifying a File within 
a program activates the
6 lists stored under it.
A total of 36 lists can be 






Function Memory: Within a program, RCL 
(F2) fn (F1~F6) causes 
the function chosen to 
be copied to the current 
program line. Likewise, 
STO (FI) fh causes the 
current program line to 
be stored to the 
function chosen. While 
a function may not be 
stored to function 
memory using the —> 








Sim Result Displays the result of 
solving the current 
system of equations 






Sim CoefT Displays a matrix of the 
coefficients of the 
current system of 
equations.
F2
Ply Result Displays the result of 
solving the current 
polynomial (entered in 
EQN mode) for its 
roots.
F3
Ply Coeff Displays a matrix of the 
















A micro (W6) >,>






k kilo (103) OPTN









CASIO Complex Numbers Menu
Command Description Location
•1 The imaginary unit. OPTN
CPLX
FI
Abs (a + bi) Returns the Absolute 
Value (r) of the 
complex number when 
graphed in the Gaussian 
plane.
F2
Arg (a + bi) Returns the Argument 
(0) of the complex 
number when graphed 
in the Gaussian plane.
F3
Conj (a + bi) Returns the Conjugate 
of the complex number.
F4
ReP (a + bi) Returns the Real
Number Part.
F5
ImP (a + bi) Returns the Imaginary 
Part.
F6

